2011 Utility Working Conference
& Vendor Technology Expo
August 14-17, 2011 ■ Westin Diplomat ■ Hollywood, Florida

“It’s Not Easy Being Green:
Innovations for Continued Safe, Secure, and Competitive Nuclear Operation”
Please join us at the 2011 American Nuclear Society’s Utility Working Conference dedicated
to identifying innovations in all areas of nuclear power plant operations. The functional area
tracks/sessions bring together professionals with different perspectives focusing on current
issues and innovations.

Utility Working Conference Moving to Hollywood
In 1994, a small but determined group of leaders within the Operations
and Power Division of the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
conducted the first Utility Working Conference (UWC) in answer to
the following questions:
1. How can the combined perspectives of various utility leaders be focused onto
the most immediate needs and most challenging issues currently facing the everchanging nuclear industry?
2. How can the collected insights from a broad cross section of nuclear experts be
shared in frank and timely dialog without the burden of formal presentations or
unnecessary organizational barriers?
3. How can pertinent information about significant achievements and successes
be effectively disseminated to others having similar requirements and resource
limitations?
4. What mode of communication most efficiently satisfies all these objectives in a
venue conducive to working, sharing and learning?

The result was a small conference attended by fewer than 200 that
many quickly recognized to be a powerful venue for sharing expertise,
experience and learning.
Since that first small conference in Amelia Island, FL, the UWC has
grown into a major industry meeting. Well over 600 industry
professionals attended the 2010 conference with 88 vendors exhibits
in the Technology Expo. To accommodate this growth, the UWC is
changing locations to the Westin Diplomat in Hollywood Florida.
This move is allowing us to add functional area tracks for breakout
sessions and expand the Technology Expo. We on the organizing
committee are excited about the move and hope you will join us for the
most comprehensive conference available to nuclear power
professionals.

2011 UWC Tracks
Executive
Engineering
Knowledge Management
and Workforce Issues
Operations
Regulatory Relations and
Oversight
Performance Improvement
Risk Management
Work/Project Management
Long Term Operation
Maintenance
New Reactors
Cyber Security/Digital I&C

Meeting Information www.ans.org
For more information, contact David Slaninka,
ANS Meetings 708/579-8255 or dslaninka@ans.org

Looking for a good place and time to
schedule a meeting? Take advantage of
meeting rooms available to industry and
corporate working groups.

Amir Shahkarami, General Chair, Exelon Corporation
Christopher Wiegand, Technical Program Chair, Invensys
Phone: 630-659-8134
Christopher.wiegand@invensys.com

